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What is wrong if an authorized system governed our universe? Each component of which has its own rules, laws and special 
areas of application. Two matter components are shaping our universe, visible and dark invisible matter. I suggested 

their function in the attached figure (Fig.1). Gravity, which I will discuss in this paper is the third component.It has its own 
properties and activities. Gravity, we suggest, never a boson or particle. So gravity does not involve particle-wave duality. That 
is, humbly, why we are unable to write quantum gravity, it is either GR, the curvature of space-time or gravitational waves. 
Scientists attempt to grasp quantum gravity by string theory, where "string theory" meets the conditions to be a stable theory 
of quantum gravity and fit the properties of gravitons. I demonstrate the nature of String Theory and its relations to Abrahamic 
religions scene in my book "String Theory Abrahamic Religions".This concept is one of the crucial orientation of my paper. 
In this paper, I will prove, by opposing scientific facts face to face with Abrahamic religious concepts, that gravitons of gravity 
i.e. gravitational waves are the Scriptures'' Angels. There are many facts which makes me consider gravitational waves and 
gravitons as Scriptures' Angels, some of them are: (a) Graviton in gravity, is a particle which has not be authorized. (b) Gravity 
is an emergent phenomenon. (c) Gravity includes the symmetries of space-time. (d) Gravity is difficult to test. (e) Gravitons 
are a special form of closed strings that have no mass, their spin is 2, and they exist in the form of closed oscillating strings. 
String theory requires that these closed strings be present, even though there may or may not be open strings. (f) We cannot 
open closed strings just because that its resource and structure is different from other forces. (g) Gravity can surpass all extra 
dimensions. Angels can move between the Heavens (string theory branes). (h) Gravitons can reach the seventh Heaven, Its 
equations can be written no matter how many the dimensions are. (i) Gravitons ridge, crown, and circlet God’s Throne forming 
supergravity in the 11th. M-theory. (j) Graviton cascade (virtual) is outside any kind of mathematical control to be imposed. 
Gravitational field can be understood as extrusion of other gravitons. We cannot follow up the consequences of all these 
gravitons. (k) Scriptures describe the waves’ oscillations of gravitons as angels’ wings. The wings gesture represent the motion 
of crest and trough of the waves (Fig.2)
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